
 Week Ahead

Week of March 11, 2024 

A Goldilocks Week of News

Last week, Jerome Powell, Chair of the Federal Reserve, spoke before Congress in his semi-
annual testimony, and his comments left the markets believing that the Fed will lower interest 
rates later this year. 

Powell said the Fed is waiting to have confidence that inflation is moving toward 2% in a sustainable way. Then on Friday, the 
February jobs report was released, and it had something for both the bulls and the bears. The jobs numbers were higher than 
expected, but the unemployment rate rose to 3.9% from 3.7%. Despite those tea leaves, what the markets focused on most was the 
sharp downward revisions made to last month’s strong jobs data. With this mixed bag of news, interest rates fell across the yield 
curve while the S&P 500 hit another record high – creating a Goldilocks week. The gains in stocks were short-lived as profit takers 
took action and stocks closed down slightly for the week. Remember: equity markets are overbought, so it is common to see some 
profit taking, especially near record highs. We remain buyers, especially during pullbacks, as our target range for the S&P 500 is 
5400-5800 this year. 

Earnings Continue to Grow, But Remain Scarce
This was a good earnings season, and Wall Street analysts are estimating the mean growth rate for S&P 500 earnings to be 
expanding at 10% . Earnings estimates continue to rise, and this barometer of the market is the most correlated to the direction of 
stock prices. Earnings are growing but remain scarce, which signals Growth should continue to outperform Value. Profit margins 
also have troughed and are expanding despite the higher inflation and interest rate environment. This economy is more service-
based than manufacturing-driven, and demand appears more elastic (i.e., more flexible) in this higher interest rate environment. 
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Recession Is Not Top Of Mind For Corporates

During their earnings calls, fewer companies have been talking about a recession, and this was most apparent with companies in 
the Financial and Industrials sectors, which are very cyclical in nature. We view this as an additional positive for continued highs in 
the S&P 500 this year. 
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Semiconductors Still Favored But May Consolidate

Semiconductors have been the best performing industry group year-to-date – up 38% so far. Last Friday, the VanEck Semi ETF 
(SMH) rallied to a new high but then sold off and closed down sharply on high volume. This is a technical signal of exhaustion and 
that the stocks may consolidate. We believe they remain the leaders and would be buyers on any pullback. 

VanEck Semiconductor ETF (SMH): Could Be Entering A Consolidation Phase

Gold Finally Breaks To A New All-Time Record

“Don’t You Forget About … Gold.” Gold finally joins the “Breakout Club,” moving to new all-time highs. Fast money traders are 
not long gold, so we believe with this breakout will attract buyers. The longer-term technicals point to a move to $2500-$2600.

Gold Monthly Price Chart: Breakout To Records Joining the “Breakout Club” 
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Supply and Demand For Gold: Central Banks Picking Up Buying, Particularly China

Charts We Found Interesting

CrowdStrike Holdings (CRWD): Cybersecurity Looks To Be In Demand
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Palantir Technologies (PLTR) Moving On Higher Volume: AI Software Growing Demand?



Market Performance
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Inflation Stays Center Stage

This week the questions are focused on timing more so than on action.
With upcoming releases of Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Producer Price Index (PPI) data, how will the markets price in these 
reports? Do we get data that indicates the Fed can (and should) cut rates or data compelling the Fed to hold rates steady? We 
remain in a data gathering phase, and new retail sales numbers will continue to serve as a barometer the Consumer. If inflation 
data is higher than expected, look for equities to pull back setting up a buying opportunity. 

No one expects a cut to interest rates in March (the next Federal Open Market Committee is March 20). But most are expecting that 
rate cuts may begin in June. As we wait and see, we’re keeping our eyes open for more positives to urge the Bull to keep charging 
ahead.
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Source: MarketWatch/Kiplinger

Earnings: Asana, Calavo Growers, Casey's General, Fortrea, Legend Biotech, Mission Produce, Oracle, Vail Resorts

6:00 am NFIB optimism index
8:30 am Core CPI
2:00 pm Monthly U.S. federal budget
Earnings:  Archer-Daniels-Midland, Cryoport, IHS Holding, International Game Technology¸ Kohl's, Latham Group, On Holding, The Beauty 
Health Company

Earnings:  Arcos Dorados, Dollar Tree, Lennar, Petco Health and Wellness, SentinelOne, Target Hospitality, UiPath, WideOpenWest, 
Williams-Sonoma

8:30 am U.S. retail sales, Core PPI
10:00 am Business inventories
Earnings:   Adobe, Babcock & Wilcox Enterprises, Blink Charging, Cardlytics, Dick's Sporting Goods, Dollar General, EverCommerce, Hello 
Group, KE Holdings, Phreesia, Smartsheet, Weibo

8:30 am Empire State manufacturing survey, Import price index
9:15 am Industrial production, Capacity utilization
10:00 am Consumer sentiment (prelim)
Earnings:  Jabil

Fri.
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